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ATM-400 is the one product that can synchronize your
iSeries to any NTP time server on the web. It also can
automatically adjust your clocks for daylight savings
time!

400!

YOUR

CLOCKS!
Price: $499.00 per iSeries
Multiple purchase and site
license discounts available.

Never worry about time again, let our product ensure that
your AS/400 clocks are synchronized with your other
servers, locations and the atomic clocks around the world.

Buy Now

It’s so easy to use; you install the product from a save
file, fill in information about your location and input the
internet address of the time server you wish to synchronize with. That it! You never worry about time again as
our product synchronizes your clocks every hour with the
time server. It’s that simple!
Why do you need ATM-400? Well, if you are doing any
distributed transactions it is extremely important that your
iSeries clocks be synchronized with the other systems you
are coordinating with, otherwise tracing transactions by
timestamps becomes a problem. In addition, some transactions require responses within a certain window of
time. If your clock is five minutes fast, you have just lost
five minutes of your response window on an incoming
transaction. Now that your systems are connected, time
management is more important than ever. Let ATM-400
manage your time!
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Order the Atomic Time Manager
400 before February 1st and
receive a free copy of iSeries
and AS/400 SQL at Work
written by Howard F. Arner, Jr.

To Order Call: 904-292-9102 or visit www.SQLThing.com
We are so sure that you will love this product we offer a complete money back guarantee. If you
are not 100% satisfied with the product we will refund 100% of your money.
Not sure the product is right for you? Download a 30 day trial copy from www.SQLThing.com.
Visit our web site for information about our other products, offers and promotions.

